Multi-View

TM

Real Time Imaging & Replay for ThermaScope® HD

24/7 Recording

The ThermaScope Multi-View system always records and stores the last 7
days of full HD, full frame rate video and 60 days at 1Hz frame rate. This
data can be replayed and analysed on the interactive timeline. Review kiln
events such as light up, fuel change and the build up of ‘snowmen’. MultiView is available as an upgrade to add functionality to existing ThermaScope
HD installations or for completely new systems.

Tools

Place unlimited spot, freeform polygons, circular/elliptical or triangular areas
on data from ThermaScope HDT cameras.
A brand new feature enables the operator to place new tools on previously
recorded data where there were originally none, in order to interrogate
historical footage.

Powerful, Multiple Viewing Options

Multi-View can take 2 HD video streams into a single PC to cut down on the
number of monitors required and save space in the control room. It is also
possible to have a separate, independent remote, networked monitor so
that staff outside of the control room can view and have access to both live
and historical data with their own view settings and preferences.
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Full OPC Compliance

The Multi-View system incorporates Softing DA and AE OPC servers
certified to levels 1,2 and 3 as OPC compliant by the OPC foundation.
This is in keeping with international standards and makes for ease of
third party integration into plant operating and automation protocols. This
extended OPC functionality enables alarms, events and data access to be
accommodated.

Linked Kiln & Cooler Views

When 2 ThermaScope HD cameras are installed on the same kiln and
cooler, the two video feeds can be linked and synchronised on the timeline
in Multi-View. This means that the Operator can view data from both the
kiln and cooler at the same point in time, in order to analyse the impact of
events - live or retrospectively.

Event Logging

User events can be simply logged by clicking at any point in the timeline.
Operator identified events will retain 60 seconds of full quality data either
side of the event for later analysis. The Event Logging function in Multi-View
enables invaluable information to be relayed between Operators and makes
it possible to navigate from one event to the next...or previous one.

Collapsible/Docking Panels

The Tool, Timeline, Temperature Scale and Camera Menu Panels can all be
used in ‘docked’ mode to keep them visible on screen or simply collapsed
to maximise real estate and to keep an eye on the video stream from the
kiln and/or cooler.

Available for Windows 10
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